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Working closely with Moebius Productions in France, Dark Horse is putting the work of
a master storyteller back in print--with some material in English for the first time! Stel
and Atan are interstellar investigators trying to find a lost space station and its crew.
When they discover the mythical paradise planet Edena, their lives are changed
forever. The long out-of-print Edena Cycle from Moebius gets a deluxe hardcover
treatment! Moebius's World of Edena story arc is comprised of five chapters--Upon a
Star, Gardens of Edena, The Goddess, Stel, and Sra--which are all collected here. A
storyboard artist and designer (Alien, Tron, The Fifth Element, among many others) as
well as comic book master, Moebius's work has influenced creators in countless fields.
“Moebius is a master draftsman, a superb artist, and more—his vision is original and
strong.” —George Lucas
In order to protect Sakura from Yuna D. Kaito and his mysterious, powerful magic, a
familiar face returns to Tomoeda to support Cerberus and Yue. Meanwhile, Syaoran
reveals the secret he’s kept long hidden from Sakura. Then Sakura finally learns the
origin of the clear cards–and what their sudden appearance means about her own
magical powers…
The acclaimed adult horror manga is now in presented in deluxe hardcover editions in
the original oversized serialization format. Though Guts the Black Swordsman lies near
death from battling the dragon knight Grunbeld and his demonic legion, the witch
Schierke has a dangerous tool to put Guts back in the fight: the unholy Berserker
Armor. But the accursed shell unleashes its host’s inner demons, which might send the
tormented Guts into eternal darkness! Collects Berserk volumes 25–27, including three
fold-out color posters.
FAI THE CURSED After the dangerous chess competition, Princess Sakura takes it
upon herself to alter the future by leaving her companions behind. As a result, her body
and soul are separated. To go after her, the travelers have to decide what they can
afford to pay the witch, and Fai’s past comes out. As his lies are revealed, Fai’s curse
comes back to haunt him—one that threatens everyone’s lives if he can’t find a way to
escape it.
When missing Clow Cards begin turning up alarmingly close to Sakura's home,
catching the cards isn't just a matter of responsibility--it's a matter of protecting the ones
she loves. Includes a bonus Clow Card.
As the members of Company 8 battle for their lives with ?ames and ?exing pecs, a
mysterious ally swoops in to give them hope. Hot on the trail of the doppel-ganger
mystery, Princess Hibana returns to St. Raf?es Convent, where she discovers
something that torches everything she thought she knew about her past. Arthur,
meanwhile, embarks on an important quest, where he encounters....guess who?
The acclaimed adult fantasy manga now in 7x10 deluxe hardcover editions! The
hundred-year war between the kingdoms of Midland and Tudor nears an end as the
legendary Band of the Hawk mercenaries, led by the charismatic Griffith and his
fearless berserker champion Guts, turn the tide in Midland's favor. But impending
victory ignites a secret war within Midland, as those seeking courtly favor see the
ambitious Griffith as an obstacle to power. And nothing is more powerful than an enemy
unseen! Collects Berserk volumes 7-9. Kentaro Miura's Berserk has reigned in
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darkness for three decades, creating an international legion of acolytes and inspiring
anime TV series and feature films, video and card games, and a phalanx of related
products. And now celebrating its thirtieth anniversary, the entire Berserk series is
being released in handsome oversized bookshelf editions, each collecting three
volumes of the original manga. Collects Berserk Volume 7, 8, and 9.
The action manga bestseller returns, in 600-page editions featuring a remastered translation
and new cover art by creator Hiroyuki Takei! Dive into the classic Shonen Jump adventure
whose world of mystical spirits and bewitching battles inspired the classic anime. This volume
corresponds to Vol. 1-3 of the original release, featuring updated translation and lettering, back
in print more than 20 years after its initial release! In a world where shamans communicate
with the dead and call forth the power of legendary spirits to defeat their enemies in both body
and soul, Yoh is a teenager with the ultimate ambition: to become the Shaman King, the one
and only shaman who may commune with the Great Spirit and help remake the world for the
better. But the road to this pinnacle of spiritual power runs through the Shaman Fight, a
gauntlet of battles with rival mediums who call forth dizzying powers from the world of the dead
in their own bids for the crown. At Yoh's side is Anna, his coach, fiancée, and a powerful
medium in her own right. Sure, it'd be nice if Yoh had a little more time to train and mature...but
the Shaman Fight is only held once every 500 years, so he's going to have to grow up quick!
Sakura is thrilled her father has time to come to parents’ day at school, as is Akiho when Kaito
agrees to go. But he doesn’t seem interested in the classes, so what is he really after? How is
Sakura creating Clear Cards? And why did Yuna D. Kaito come to Tomoeda in the first place?!
Experience the quirky, action-packed adventures of Maka and Soul Eater like never before,
with this all-new, deluxe collector's edition to celebrate Atsushi Ohkubo's global hit!! The saga
of the Meisters and their Weapons takes on a whole new look in the gorgeous Soul Eater:
Perfect Edition! Dive into Maka and Soul's adventures in a unique larger format on high-end
paper stock that maximizes the dynamic art of the series! Each volume of this deluxe omnibus
edition of the megahit manga includes the content of approximately 11?2 original volumes, the
original color pages, an updated translation and lettering, and to top it all off, brand-new cover
art drawn by creator Atsushi Ohkubo himself!
Seventeen years after the original Cardcaptor Sakura manga ended, CLAMP returns with more
magical clow card adventures! Clear Card picks up right where Cardcaptor Sakura left off, with
Sakura and Syaoran starting junior high school. With the Final Judgment passed, Sakura
thinks school life will be quiet, but then all her cards suddenly turn blank! The mysterious new
power she discovers will change how she thinks about her powers...
When Hana falls in love with a young interloper she encounters in her college class, the last
thing she expects to learn is that he is part wolf. Instead of rejecting her lover upon learning his
secret, she accepts him with open arms. Soon, the couple is expecting their first child, and a
cozy picture of family life unfolds. But after what seems like a mere moment of bliss to Hana,
the father of her children is tragically taken from her. Life as a single mother is hard in any
situation, but when your children walk a fine line between man and beast, the rules of
parenting all but go out the window. With no one to turn to, how will Hana survive?
Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it's back in a definitive
collector's edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one of the all-time classics of the magical girl genre,
and the Collector's Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably
thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a
world of sorcery beyond anything she could've imagined.
Ten-year-old Sakura creates a new kind of magic with her Clow Cards.

Cardcaptor Sakura brought a generation of readers to manga, and now it’s back in a
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definitive collector’s edition! Cardcaptor Sakura is one of the all-time classics of the
magical girl genre, and the Collector’s Edition will be the definitive version of the story,
for both long-time fans and readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky
Sakura Kinomoto are as adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical
Clow Cards and plunges headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she
could’ve imagined.
Card Captor Sakura. Perfect editionCardcaptor Sakura Collector's Edition 4Kodansha
Comics
A compilation of selected review essays from Erickson's DVD Savant internet column.
The fate of the world as at stake in this lavishly illustrated masterwork from manga
supergroup CLAMP! Reads R to L (Japanese Style). X, the epic series from CLAMP, is
now available in this deluxe collector’s edition. The pages have been recomposed in
the original right-to-left reading order and restored to the highest quality. Each volume
contains three of the original graphic novels, along with gorgeous, full-color illustrations
never before published outside Japan! Kamui Shiro is a young man followed by
mystery. Taken from Tokyo by his mother when only a child, Kamui left behind his
dearest friends—the gentle Kotori and her brother Fuma—in the aftermath of a terrible
incident that claimed their mother's life. Returning to Tokyo after his mother's death,
Kamui is a changed young man—moody and distant to his old friends, yet determined to
protect them from the dark forces that swirl around him. For he is the nexus of a great
cataclysm to come, and inheritor to a strange destiny that could decide the fate of the
entire world.
MYSTERIES WITHIN MYSTERIES Strange things are afoot in Sakura’s neighborhood
again, beginning with the appearance of puzzling transparent cards in her dreams.
Those same dreams have brought her a key that can capture the cards, but as Sakura
begins to round up the troublemaking cards that are complicating her shiny new middleschool life, the mysteries only multiply—beginning with the mystery of the new transfer
student in her class…
Kazuhiko, a former Black Ops agent, takes a job in the private sector and inadvertently
discovers a government compound that develops and monitors children with
superhuman capabilities.
CLAMP's masterwork Magic Knight Rayearth—now in a new translation! This update of
the manga classic forms the centerpiece to any CLAMP collection and is also a
fantastic introduction to girl-powered adventure manga—perfect for fans of Sailor Moon
and She-Ra. While on a field trip to Tokyo Tower, three teenage girls cross a magical
portal and are transported to another world called Cefiro. There they are summoned
through the last remaining strength of the Princess Emeraude, who believes the trio will
become the magic knights who will save her, as prophesied by legend.
Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit
of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she
has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for
her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon manga as never before in these extralong editions (about 300 pages each).
A beautifully-illustrated story about a girl who longs for magic in her life and learns that, on the
inside, she already is what she wishes she could be. Reminiscent of Studio Ghibli, this lushlydrawn story was voted one of the top 10 manga of the year in 2018 by the Japanese manga
industry. In a world where everyone takes wonders like magic spells and dragons for granted,
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Coco is a girl with a simple dream: She wants to be a witch. But everybody knows magicians
are born, not made, and Coco was not born with the gift for magic. She's resigned to her unmagical life, until a traveling magician passes through her village, and Coco learns what what
everybody "knows" might not be the truth.
The complete FLCL manga adaptation—now with bonus color illustrations and remastered story
pages! In this surreal sci-fi romp, a sullen Japanese boy finds himself in the middle of an
interstellar conspiracy. As his home life unravels, a sexy space assassin becomes his family
maid, and his own head becomes a portal for armed robots. Life as he knows it is quickly
falling apart, and Naota doesn’t know who’s friend or foe! One thing’s for certain—he has to
grow up quick and save his hometown, whether he wants to or not! With Dark Horse’s FLCL
Omnibus, fans will not only get every chapter in Hajime Ueda’s acclaimed FLCL adaptation,
but this collection will also include revised story pages and over a dozen color FLCL
illustrations by Ueda.
A new edition of the Sailor Moon manga, for a new generation of fans! Featuring the updated
translation and high page count of the Sailor Moon Eternal Edition in a more affordable,
portable edition, perfect to go wherever you or the magical guardian in your life want to take it.
Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never gotten good grades, and, well, she's a bit
of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she
has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for
her friends as Sailor Moon! The original Sailor Moon in a new, affordable edition.
After a disastrous journey to the wasteland beyond the school, Sho and the rest of the
surviving students return to their fortress, only to discover an even deadlier danger waiting for
them. Former friends must fight a final battle as Kazuo Umezz's horror classic careens toward
an epic conclusion! -- VIZ Media
After retrieving all of the evil Clow Cards, fifth-grader Sakura, Master of the Clow, must now
face the challenges sent by Clow Reed, the creator of the Clow Cards, while also dealing with
her love for older student Yukito.
Lately, Sakura has been finding herself surround by mysterious magic that’s much bigger than
the Clow Cards. A spark-filled force field keeps her from getting close to Syaoran, and she
even starts to sense her late mother’s presence. Then, when a new, unknown magic causes
Sakura to shrink down in size, she feels as if she’s been transported into a children’s
storybook. How will she ever find her way back home...?

The Mighty Laid Low Thanks to his claim by lineage, the attackers surrounding
Jomsborg want Thorfinn to be their leader, but it is a mantle he intensely rejects. When
the battle for leadership over the powerful Jomsvikings reaches a stalemate, Thorfinn
must make a critical decision. With Gudrid held captive within the fortressed city,
walking away will not be an option. He must infiltrate Jomsborg to break her out, and
the ensuing battle will leave the greatest mercenary force in the North Sea changed
forever…
Cardcaptor Sakura is one of the all-time classics of the magical girl genre, and the
Collector’s Edition will be the definitive version of the story, for both long-time fans and
readers new to the story. The adventures of the plucky Sakura Kinomoto are as
adorably thrilling as ever, as she tracks down the magical Clow Cards and plunges
headlong into a world of sorcery beyond anything she could’ve imagined.
? A lifetime of communication skills starts here?the ultimate writing Notebook size 6*9
110 pages? CLASSIC BLACK PAON NOTEBOOK: BLACK PAON classic notebooks
are perfect notebooks for writing journals, a daily diary, or note taking in college classes
or meetings. BLACK PAON notebooks are beloved by travelers & bullet journalists for
their slim design.? DURABLE COVER & ELASTIC CLOSURE: Hold writing projects &
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notes in your BLACK PAON notebook with an elastic closure band & inner storage
folders. Leather-like classic BLACK PAON cover & thick, ivory paper pages are perfect
for writing with fountain pens.? GIFT QUALITY NOTEBOOKS: BLACK PAON planners,
journals and notebooks come in softcover . The binding and cover have a durable
finish, designed for daily journaling, writing and sketching.? DELUXE QUALITY
PAGES: BLACK PAON's thick, ivory paper pages in softcover BLACK PAON notebook,
cahier or volant journal, or BLACK PAON planner are perfectly textured for writing with
a ballpoint pen, fountain pen, or pencil.? size 6*9 110 pages Character Lined Book?
BLACK PAON QUALITY: We're dedicated to culture, travel, memory, imagination, &
personal identity--both physical & digital. We bring this commitment to our notebooks,
bags, apps & smart pens & notebooks.
Luca and Abel have been rounded up to work on the construction of a government
research facility, but it's actually a trap to identify carriers! The National Grainelier
Special Education and Research Institute chair, Nicolas, has laced the water with an
herbicide that's harmless to humans but disastrous to seed carriers. With suspicion
hanging heavy over the young men, will Luca's secret be discovered?
Cardcaptor Sakura was the top-selling girls manga in Japan, and it's become the topselling girls manga in America, too! Now fans can collect all of the full-color artwork
from Clamp featuring their favorite characters. Each volume of the Art of Cardcaptor
Sakura contains over 100 full color pictures from the series, most of which have never
before been seen in America.
Shinigami-sama summons the strongest weapons from around the world to contain the
rogue kishin and the spread of his madness. As these powerful weapons strategize for
what will be the most difficult battle of their lives, the students of DWMA try to get back
to their normal lives as best they can. For Maka, adjusting to the dangerous times is
nothing compared to Crona's struggle to adjust to life as a DWMA student!
Transform into your most magical self with this one-of-a-kind, manga inspired self-care
guide designed to help you discover and harness your inner power- anime style!
Inspired by the wand-wielding, crime-fighting magical girls in your favorite animes and
mangas, The Magical Girl’s Guide to Life teaches you how your self-care journey starts
by uncovering the magical girl within. With fun exercises, journal prompts, and
personality tests, you’ll quickly learn everything you need to know about your magical
girl self, including your magical girl name, what type of power you possess, and what
cute companion will perfectly complement your magical girl journey. Once your magical
girl identity is locked in, you’ll learn how to take on the world and continue your selfgrowth by: Discovering your magical girl gang Punching fear in the face/defining your
monster Developing your magical girl beauty routine Finding love after fighting crime
And more! With gorgeous illustrations and entertaining animated characters, The
Magical Girl’s Guide to Life reveals how self-love, sisterhood, and magic go together.
Perfect for fans of anime and manga like Sailor Moon, Cardcaptor Sakura, and more!
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